**Free Pattern**
Ask for our fabrics in your local independent quilt shop!

**Sweet Liberty**

Fabric Collection by **Pat Sloan**

---

*Liberty Blooms* quilt by Pat Sloan
Size: 43" square

---

pbtex.com
Liberty Blooms

By Pat Sloan, using her Sweet Liberty fabric collection by P&B Textiles

Finished quilt 43" square

Yardage Requirements

| SLIB 309 E | ½ yard | Cream Words |
| SLIB 310 X | ½ yard | Cream Fireworks |
| GEOR 840 G | Fat ¼ | Green Medium Flowers |
| SLIB 308 N | 1 ¼ yards | Navy Stars |
| SLIB 308 R | Fat ¼ | Red Stars |
| SLIB 309 X | Fat ¼ | Gold Words |
| SLIB 307 N | Fat ¼ | Navy Floral |
| SLIB 310 N | Fat ¼ | Navy Fireworks |
| GEOR 834 G | 1 ¼ yards | Green Bark |
| SLIB 311 R | ¾ yard | Red Stripe |
| BACKING | 2 yards | Your choice of SLIB fabric |
| FUSIBLE WEB | 2 yards |

Cut 4 Total from same fabric

Cut 4 Total from same fabric

Cut 37 Total from two fabrics

Cutting

Cream Words:
- Cut two 14 ½" squares

Cream Fireworks:
- Cut two 14 ½" squares
- Use template to cut four berries

Green Medium Flowers:
- Use template to cut four flower bases

Navy Stars:
- Cut two 6 ½ x 43 ½" strips from the length of fabric (LOF)
- Cut two 6 ½ x 31 ½" strips from the LOF
- Use template to cut four berries

Red Stars:
- Use template to cut four fluffy flowers

Gold Words:
- Use template to cut two stars
- Use template to cut four berries

Navy Floral:
- Use template to cut one basket

Navy Fireworks:
- Use template to cut four berries

Green Bark:
- Use template to cut 37 leaves
- See assembly instructions (below, step 6) to cut six ½" bias strips for stems
- See assembly instructions (below, step 6) to cut six to eight ½" bias strips for the vines

Red Stripe:
- Cut two 2" x 28 ½" strips
- Cut two 2" x 31 ½" strips
- Cut four 2 ½" x WOF fabric strips for the binding

Backing:
- Cut and sew the backing fabric into one 51" square.
Assembly Instructions

1. Sew the four 14 1/2” Cream Squares together to create a 4-patch quilt top.

2. Following the manufacturer’s instructions, trace the listed number of each template onto the paper side of the fusible web.

3. Roughly cut out each shape about an 1/8” outside the drawn lines.

4. Refer to the cutting instructions and press each fusible template onto the back sides of the fabrics as listed.

5. Cut out each shape on the drawn lines.

6. To make the 3/8” wide bias flower stems and vines, press fusible web onto the back side of each green fabric. Using a ruler with a 45º line marked on it, align the 45º line with the selvage edge of the fabric to cut six 3/8” wide strips on the bias for the stems. Cut six to eight more 3/8” wide bias strips for the border vines. Piece as needed.

7. Refer to the quilt photo to arrange the bias stems, gently curving them as you press. Position and press the fluffy flowers, berries, stars and basket onto the 4-patch quilt top. Finish the raw edges of each appliqué with a decorative stitch such as a satin or buttonhole stitch.

8. Sew a 2” x 28 1/2” Red Stripe strip to each side of the quilt top. Sew a 2” x 31 1/2” Red Stripe strip to the top and bottom of the quilt top.

9. Sew a 6 1/2” x 31 1/2” Navy Star strip to each side of the quilt top. Sew a 6 1/2” x 43 1/2” Navy Star strip to the top and bottom of the quilt top.

10. Refer to the quilt photo to position and press in place the bias vine strips in the border, gently curving them as you press. Position and press the remaining berries and leaves. Finish the raw edges of the appliqué pieces with a decorative stitch.

11. Layer, quilt and bind as desired.